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no damage 
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ers’ wheels 
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cusTomers, 
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efficienT 
when com-
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sTore up To 
30 % more 
Tyres, am-
orTised af-
Ter 2 years, 
simplified 
sTorage 
and remov-
al.

more room at lower costs. 
ergowheel® tyre racks. 

Tyre storage for professionals.

free consultation by one of 
our ergowheel® professionals

Kamil Latusek
ergowheel® consultant



11232 wheels on 230  sqm

ergowheel® Regensburg, Germany

We asked for you.

We counted them for you.

on the roll.
For storage professional.
We guarantee you the best possible utilisation of your storage space . After 2 years 
already, investment costs for the tyre reack are recouped and customer complaints due 
to damaged wheelset are a thing of the past.

For your safety.  
Certified quality, protected by patent. 
 » Bright-galvanised steel 
 » Thermoplastic synthetic rollers 
 » Rollers on steel axles

Putting it into practice. Can your tyre rack do this?

  single-deep storage                                ergowheel® - up to 30% more storage capacity.

Incredibly efficient when combined.
Only when combined, ergowheel shows its true strength and gives you maximum 
space utilisation and capacity gain. As a problem solver with 30 years of experience 
in the field of warehouse equipment, we excel in consulting and implementation. Let 
us assist you on your next project.

simplified storage and removal
For less backaches.
Improved ergonomics keep employees satisfied and provide simplified storage and 
removal at peak times. The wheels roll towards the employee and there is no need for 
telescopic rods when handling storage and retrieval.

For satisfied customers.
Because satisfied customers are the best publicity.
Horizontal storage keeps the customer‘s wheel damage-free. Your customer is pleased 
with the immaculate wheelset and therefore, your next season‘s business is safe.

For less stress.
It‘s that special time of the year again - but from now on, tyre storage causes you a lot 
less stress. The season‘s almost there and you need to adjust your racks? ergowheel is 
a stress-reliever for you and your employees, because even wheelsets of different sizes 
do not require any further rack adjustments.

Finally we can use our storage areas better. Ly-
ing tyre storage on roller tracks makes storage 
and retrieval quick and easy for our employees. 
That brings us satisfied employees and since the 
wheels are stored on their hard-wearing back-
side, they are protected from damages and cus-
tomer complaints are virtually impossible.

Alexander Host, Hetzler Cars, Kassel, Germany

We did the math for you.

€ 59.900
profit after 5 years of using ergowheel

€ 40.700
profit after 5 years of using single-depth storage

ergowheel® tyre rack - more storage capacity. professional tyre storage. 

Quick, efficient and cost-saving - the most ergonomic tyre rack ever.

European patent No.  13001193.5-1707

These companies trust gewe LagerTec


